Supporting Criminal Justice Reforms and Treatment Access: National Initiatives

TASC works to share knowledge and practices, stimulate cultures of health, and support justice systems in designing and implementing strategies to reduce recidivism. TASC’s expertise is based on more than 40 years’ direct experience at the intersection of criminal justice and behavioral health.

Recently, TASC and its Center for Health and Justice have participated in a number of initiatives designed to inform both policy and practice, engaging stakeholders around the country as they reshape approaches to justice, mental illness, and substance use disorders. Below is a sample of such initiatives, which together help strengthen avenues from the justice system to recovery in communities across the country.

**Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act**
Passed by Congress and signed into law in 2016, the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (CARA) is groundbreaking legislation that, among its many provisions, promotes expanded use of justice diversion practices, medication-assisted treatment within justice institutions, and naloxone for first responders to help curb the opioid overdose epidemic. In September, Congress approved a short-term budget that included $37 million to begin funding CARA implementation.

Over the last two years, TASC strongly supported the development, introduction, and passage of the legislation, and played a leading role in the bill’s inclusion of the first-ever Congressional authorization of funding for pre-book police diversion programs. TASC leadership was involved in two Congressional Addiction Forum panels hosted by the Addiction Policy Forum, as well as a Translation Project panel co-hosted by the Addiction Policy Forum and the National Criminal Justice Association.

**MD Magazine Peer Exchange Video Series on Addiction and Treatment in the Justice System**
Jac Charlier and Phillip Barbour, both with the Center for Health and Justice at TASC, are featured in a 14-part video series entitled “Medication-Assisted Treatment in Drug Abuse Cases: A Path to Success.”

The series is produced by MD Magazine, a portal that provides physicians with clinical news, information, and resources designed to help them provide better care to patients. In the series, Charlier, Barbour, and other experts discuss an array of issues around drug treatment and medication-assisted therapies in justice and reentry settings. The series can be viewed at www.hcplive.com/peer-exchange/substance_abuse_2016.

**Data-Driven Justice Initiative**
Launched in June 2016, the Data-Driven Justice Initiative (DDJ) is a coalition of more than 100 cities, counties, and states that have committed to employing data-driven strategies to divert individuals out of the justice system and into care, with a specific focus on the small percentage of people with substance use and/or mental health disorders who account for a disproportionate amount of health and justice resources. This groundbreaking effort is merging the fields of big data and criminal justice reform.

TASC is providing technical assistance to the State of Illinois and to five small- to medium-sized counties outside of Illinois as they pursue their respective DDJ initiatives. TASC is helping these jurisdictions develop partnerships,
identify core data sources, and plan for pilot programs to address local concerns.

**Roll Call Videos for Law Enforcement**

The Center for Health and Justice at TASC has produced two brief videos to be shown by local police departments during roll call. In the first video, Dr. Timothy Condon, former science advisor to the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) and past deputy director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), presents the science behind addiction as a disease of the brain.

In the second, Peter Palanca, executive vice president of TASC, discusses opportunities to build partnerships between law enforcement and drug treatment providers in the community.

The project was funded by ONDCP.

The videos can be accessed on the CHJ website: www2.centerforhealthandjustice.org/content/project/roll-call-videos-law-enforcement.

### People and Events

#### TASC Welcomes New Board Members

- **John J. Zielinski, CFA, CFP**
  Managing Director, Optimum Investment Advisors, LLC

- **Jason Hutton**
  Vice President of Human Resources, Family Health Network

#### Welcoming New Philanthropy Director

- **Barbara Tieder**
  TASC Director of Philanthropy

#### Remembering Lou Garippo

The Honorable Louis B. Garippo, who served on TASC’s board of directors from 1980 to 2007, passed away on May 31. As TASC’s board chairman for almost 20 years, Judge Garippo was a careful and thoughtful leader, committed to alternatives to incarceration for people with substance use and mental health conditions. His wisdom and counsel were instrumental to TASC’s statewide growth and development, and his legacy lives in the ideals he championed.

### Administrative Office

- **TASC Board of Directors**
  - Cecil V. Curtwright, Chair
  - Michelle M. Montgomery, JD, Vice Chair/Secretary
  - Lancert A. Foster, CPA, Treasurer
  - Glenn Blackmon
  - Andrea Brown
  - Richard A. Devine
  - Creasie F. Hairston, PhD
  - Jason Hutton
  - DeAnna E. Jones
  - Cara Mussiongton
  - John J. Zielinski, CFA, CFP

- **Executive Staff**
  - **Pamela F. Rodriguez, MA**
    President and Chief Executive Officer
  - **Peter Palanca, MA**
    Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
  - **Roy Fesmire, CPA**
    Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
  - **Janelle C. Pruet, MS, CRADC**
    Vice President of Operations
  - **George A.H. Williams**
    Vice President of Community and Government Affairs

- **TASC Welcomes New Board Members**

- **John J. Zielinski, CFA, CFP**
  Managing Director, Optimum Investment Advisors, LLC

- **Jason Hutton**
  Vice President of Human Resources, Family Health Network

- **Barbara Tieder**
  TASC Director of Philanthropy

### Help TASC Go Green!

To receive paperless versions of TASC News & Views, send your email address to Sharon Sheridan at ssheridan@tasc.org. Please include your name, address, and organization to help us reduce duplication.

---

TASC receives funding from the Illinois Department of Human Services (DHS), Division of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse (DASA); the Illinois Department of Corrections (DOC); the Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ); and the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS).

TASC is licensed by DASA and DCFS, certified by DHS as a Medicaid Community Mental Health Service Provider, and accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).
Founded in 1976, TASC, Inc. of Illinois has facilitated access to community-based substance use and mental health treatment and recovery for tens of thousands of men, women, and youth.

As the agency begins its fifth decade of service, it does so at the forefront of local, state, and national efforts to improve criminal justice policies and access to quality care in the community.

A National Program Model
The name TASC refers to both a program model and an organization.

The TASC model (originally “Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime”) came about in 1972 with demonstration programs funded by the federal government, which sought a response to increasing numbers of heroin-addicted individuals entering criminal courts. The first TASC program was established in Delaware in 1972, and other pilot programs soon followed, designed to divert people with non-violent offenses out of court systems and into supervised drug treatment in the community.

Building on the original model, currently there are numerous entities across the United States called “TASC.” These programs operate independently of one another and are loosely affiliated via a membership association, National TASC.

In Illinois, TASC is a statewide, independent nonprofit organization. It is the largest TASC program in the nation.

Origins and Evolution of TASC in Illinois
TASC, Inc. of Illinois was founded in 1976 by Melody Heaps, who had been working for civil rights and social justice on the west side of Chicago, and had witnessed communities being torn apart by drugs and the criminalization of addiction.

Heaps partnered with Tom Kirkpatrick, who led the Illinois Dangerous Drugs Commission, and approached Cook County Chief Judge John Boyle with the idea to begin a TASC program in Cook County. Together, they applied for and received federal funding, creating an independent agency to provide treatment placement, clinical tracking, and monitoring services as an adjunct to traditional probation for people with heroin addictions.

From this small pilot program, TASC was born in Illinois.

Within five years, TASC had grown beyond Cook County to reach every jurisdiction in Illinois. Over the decades, TASC has expanded its services for people involved in the justice system, from prosecutorial diversion through reentry, and also has developed programs for juvenile justice, public health, and child welfare systems.

In every point in the justice system—from arrest to community reentry—is an opportunity to identify and intervene with individuals who have substance use and mental health problems,” says TASC President Pam Rodriguez. “Our aim is to ensure that services and public policies are in place that will help people leave these systems and achieve health and full engagement within their families and communities. In this way, we help reduce crime, improve public health, and create a more fair and just society as well.”

“Every point in the justice system—from arrest to community reentry—is an opportunity to identify and intervene with individuals who have substance use and mental health problems.” — TASC President Pam Rodriguez
TASC Timeline: 40 Years of Promoting Health and Justice

Working in collaboration with numerous private and public partners at local, state, and federal levels, below are some of the milestones marking our progress in creating a more healthy and just society.

1976
TASC, Inc. of Illinois is founded as an independent, nonprofit organization in Cook County, based on the program model introduced by the White House in 1972

1979-81
TASC expands services statewide, serving every judicial circuit in Illinois

1983
TASC begins services for youth in juvenile courts

1986

1989
TASC provides training at National Judicial College, supporting the early growth of drug courts

1991
TASC initiates services for wards of the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS)

1992
TASC designs and implements the Cook County Day Reporting Center, offering comprehensive, on-site pretrial services

1994
TASC begins pre- and post-release case management services for individuals leaving the Illinois Department of Corrections

1996
TASC begins outreach services and case management for DCFS-involved parents

1999

2001
TASC earns a federal Recovery Community Support program grant, leading to the establishment of peer-led Winners’ Circle recovery support groups for formerly incarcerated individuals

2004
With Cook County criminal justice leaders, TASC co-launches Cook County Mental Health Court

The Illinois Department of Corrections’ Sheridan Correctional Center is established as a dedicated treatment prison with case management provided by TASC; the program becomes a national model for community reentry

2006

In Our Own Words
We asked TASC staff across Illinois to describe TASC. Here are some of our favorite answers:

“Our overall purpose is to help our clients restore their lives, and at the same time, improve the systems which they encounter. We give clients a voice. Nowhere have I run into an agency that can speak to so many issues—systemic or clinical—or help inform policy the way TASC does. We work with a pretty impressive bench of experts who always seem willing to address the tough subjects and problem solve when systems ask for our help.”

Phillip Barbour
Master Trainer
Center for Health and Justice at TASC

“We advocate on behalf of individuals involved in the criminal justice system. Working with the state’s attorney’s office, deferred prosecution programs are a great opportunity to educate, refer, and assist individuals as soon as they come into the system. With these programs, they can seek services that are beneficial, and have the opportunity to avoid the lasting consequences of having a charge on their record.”

Angela Resto-Ellis
TASC Program Supervisor, Cook County Deferred Prosecution Programs
Chicago

“Our Smart Start program saves babies and children by helping young mothers get the services they need. We change our clients’ perspectives on healthcare, school, careers, parenting, relationships, adversity, and much more, so they can create a better future for themselves. We instill hope and celebrate progress.”

Shundra Parker
TASC Area Administrator
Central Illinois

“TASC’s purpose is to meet the needs of clients in our own communities. We help clients who have had contact with the criminal justice system, and find themselves in need of intervention. TASC’s unique relationships...”
within the community jails, courts, and prisons ensure that our clients' needs are assessed at their earliest contact with the justice system. This allows TASC to walk alongside our clients and divert them into care to address their addictions and/or mental health needs. At the Southwestern Illinois Correctional Center, the pre-release program includes a team of TASC case managers working with our clients as they make life-changing plans to transition back into the community. Our goal is to establish the best supports for our clients as they rebuild their lives.”

Karin Mathews
TASC Pre-Release Case Manager
Southwestern Illinois Correctional Center
East St. Louis

“At the Sheridan Correctional Center, the TASC team prepares post-release/aftercare plans, and appropriately places clients with treatment agencies, recovery homes, and transitional living. What makes TASC unique is our ongoing case management to support clients in the community.”

Steve Stocker
TASC Case Manager
Sheridan Correctional Center
Sheridan

“We provide case management service to individuals to help them get reintegrated back into society. TASC’s role is to make sure clients are engaging in treatment to stop the recidivistic cycle. We work with our clients, parole agents, and treatment providers to ensure that our clients have the tools and resources needed to be proactive in their lives.”

Cassy Lamon
TASC Case Manager, Corrections Transition Program
Chicago

“Through our court services, we encourage our clients to make good decisions, keep them on task toward their own recovery, and support their positive changes.”

Shelley Sears
TASC Clinical Supervisor
Rockford
Chris Foltz: Reinventing Life

When Chris Foltz was young, his parents were well known in the community as law enforcement professionals. Chris developed an early interest in civics and politics, and after college, he began a successful career running political campaigns.

Chris moved home when his mother fell ill. Not long after, he had oral surgery and was prescribed opioid painkillers, soon becoming addicted to Vicodin and OxyContin, and ultimately to heroin. His addiction was costing him $300 a day. And then his mother passed away.

The next days were a blur, except for one moment that Chris remembers as he left the wake. He spotted a coin purse on the floor of the funeral home and picked it up, his thoughts jumping to where he could go to score some heroin. He walked outside and opened the coin purse to find that it contained 63 dollars, credit cards, a ring, and an ID: the coin purse belonged to one of the funeral staff members, someone Chris knew.

Chris decided he would return the coin purse to the funeral home the next day, and quietly leave it where someone else could find it. But by then, it already had been reported stolen. When Chris returned to pay expenses, he found himself eyeing the monetary donations left by mourners. That money could buy a lot of heroin.

"With everything I was going through, I was thinking of getting high that day and I would have probably died," Chris says. If so, what happened next may have saved his life. The very police officers who had paid their respects to Chris’ mother at the wake now were there to arrest Chris for theft.

Chris spent 119 days in the Winnebago County Jail. During that time, he lost everything. His mother’s home and all his possessions were gone. Chris was devastated that he had disrespected his mother.

While in jail, Chris received a visit from Don Allen, a TASC case manager in Winnebago County. At first, Chris didn’t believe that he needed TASC’s help, but Don helped Chris understand that there was hope in treatment and recovery. Don helped Chris move into an independent living program in Waukegan, many miles from the jail. Over the next many months, Don helped Chris navigate clinical appointments, court appearances, and barriers that could have prevented Chris from succeeding.

Ten years after being a TASC client, the world is different place for Chris. Now active in social innovation, he and his team are working on a project that will recycle non-potable and rain water into clean drinking water, while also reducing the amount of water used for appliances such as air conditioners and washing machines. Once this enterprise is fully developed, Chris would like to install these systems for social service organizations that could benefit from the cost savings.

Chris is passionate about working with nonprofits and with people who want to change the world, and often thanks the people who helped him turn his life around. “Don Allen cared about me,” says Chris. “Without him and TASC, I don’t think I would be successful in my recovery.”

10 Years After Being a TASC Client...

Chris builds innovative solutions for nonprofits and people who want to change the world.

Current projects include building a system that will recycle non-potable and rain water into clean drinking water (photos at left), and robots (photo below) that can assist with landscaping, snow removal and other community improvement needs.
TASC leaders proudly presented the agency’s 2016 Leadership Awards on December 14 to The Chicago Reporter and John Kaul Greene.

In presenting TASC’s 2016 Justice Leadership Award to Susan Smith Richardson, editor and publisher of The Chicago Reporter, TASC President Pam Rodriguez said, “The Chicago Reporter has a long and respected tradition of examining issues around race, poverty, and justice. They are a news organization that consistently gives voice to issues that deeply affect our clients, our communities, and our society at large.”

TASC Executive Vice President Peter Palanca presented TASC’s 2016 Public Voice Award to John Kaul Greene, retired partner of William Blair & Company and “a man who cares deeply about doing the right thing, and about making our world a better place... He is a longtime and consistent advocate for the work that brings us together today.”

“TASC is celebrating its 40th birthday this year,” noted TASC Board Chair Cecil Curtwright. “It is my belief that TASC is just entering its prime. It is still a young organization... always reinventing and coming up with new ideas.”

Several past honorees—Congressman Danny Davis, Cook County Sheriff Tom Dart, attorney and former Cook County State’s Attorney Dick Devine, attorney and former Illinois Appellate Judge Gino DiVito, and recently retired WGN news anchor Robert Jordan—were on hand to congratulate the 2016 award recipients and celebrate TASC’s 40-year anniversary.

“TASC remains committed to advocating for our clients and to improving the systems in which they are involved, no matter where, no matter when, and no matter what,” said Rodriguez. “And we have all of you—old friends and new—working beside us, inspiring new ideas and innovation.”

MARK YOUR CALENDAR:
TASC 2017 Leadership Awards Luncheon: Thursday, December 14, The Westin Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Special Thanks to Sponsors Who Contributed Exceptional Levels of Support

Presenting Sponsor: PBC Advisors, LLC
Elite Sponsor: Alkermes
Advocate Sponsors: Indivior WestCare Foundation, Inc.
Learn More About TASC

TASC’s public policy and national consulting services:
www.centerforhealthandjustice.org

Programs and services in Illinois:
www.tasc.org

Visit our websites for links to our blog, Facebook, and Twitter.

Subscribe to Health and Justice in the News:
To receive our semi-weekly compilation of state and national news, please email lbaumgartner@tasc.org or visit www.tasc.org and click on eNews.

Please consider investing in TASC’s work.
Donate to TASC by visiting us at www.tasc.org, or by mailing your contribution to TASC, Inc., Attn: Philanthropy Dept., 700 S. Clinton St., Chicago, IL 60607.
Contributions support TASC’s services across Illinois and are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.

Thank you!